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Abstract—The emergence of pervasive cloud computing has
supported the transition of physical data and machine into
virtualization environment. However, security threat and privacy
have been identified as a challenge to support the widespread
adoption of cloud among user. Moreover, user awareness on the
importance of cloud computing has increase the needs to
safeguard the cloud by implementing access control that works
on dynamic environment. Therefore, the emergence of RiskAdaptable Access Control (RAdAC) as a flexible medium in
handling exceptional access request is a great countermeasure to
deal with security and privacy challenges. However, the rising
problem in safeguarding users' privacy in RAdAC model has not
been discussed in depth by other researcher. This paper explores
the architecture of cloud computing and defines the existing
solutions influencing the adoption of cloud among user. At the
same time, the obscurity factor in protecting privacy of user is
found within RAdAC framework. Similarly, the two-tier
authentication scheme in RAdAC has been proposed in
responding to security and privacy challenges as shown through
informal security analysis.
Keywords—Security; privacy; cloud computing; risk-adaptable
access control; authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has shown a great impact in improvising
information sharing between users from a different
geographical location. It has led to a greater impact of
knowledge sharing as people from different geographical
location have the opportunity to access the cloud and share
files without limited boundaries and network restriction.
Alternatively, cloud computing is known as one of the best
platform [1], [2] to meet the needs of consumers as it provides
the platform of unlimited storage, managing and accessing
data via network of remote server hosted on the internet. Thus,
cloud computing has been the major savior to serve the rising
needs of user who demands for storage capabilities and
security as more and more documents are being created daily.
However, cloud security and privacy have been the major
challenges in cloud computing when users lost their control in
data storage due to the resources migration from physical to
virtual storage [3], [4]. The escalation of trust relationship [5]
between user and cloud provider is crucial in managing
secured storage in cloud to cater the demand of user and
resources that keeps growing.
This situation has been the rise factor of the introduction of
access control which is a promised mechanism to ensure the

enforcement of security policies in cloud. In the early stages
of computing, security experts are eager in designing new
security mechanism to handle massive changes in controlling
access via cloud computing. Researches [6], [7] on the
evolution of access control model such as Identification Based
Access Control (IBAC) and Role Based Access Control
(RBAC) showed the dependencies on predefined user identity
and roles as it is working great in a non-distributed
environment.
Besides that, IBAC has a problem with synchronization of
remote user authentication and massive increase in
administration overhead [8]. Later, RBAC was introduced
which is based on role identification to gain access into the
system. However, researchers found discrepancies in
determining the privilege of user beyond administrative
domains using RBAC [9]. Besides that, both IBAC and RBAC
are known as conventional access control that only support
static, rigid and limited support of access policies [6]. Thus,
the concept of Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) has been
intoduced to cater the difficulties in maintaining Access
Control List (ACL) in a dynamic cloud environment [10]. In
addition, [11] applied the concept of Ciphertext-Policy ABE
(CP-ABE) to secure the resources and prevent unauthorized
access but the implementation is limited to the data center. At
the same time, we can see the transition of access control
model development that relies on the high security needs and
dynamic environment.
Furthermore, the emergence of access control
authentication from a conventional secure password
establishment to an attribute-based access control has led to
the development of an efficient RAdAC to secure data in
cloud. The advantages of RAdAC are the ability to cater the
dynamic environment in handling exceptional access request
and the flexibility in accessing resources [12]. This can
resolve the issue using conventional password authentication
scheme which depends on static access control policies and
vulnerable to the password relevancy. Moreover, password
authentication could not support rapid changing environment
that involve massive user and resources in bulk.
Although both IBAC and ABAC are still widely used,
RAdAC seems to be the latest evolution of access control
model as not much research has been done yet. RAdAC
applies the concept of analyzing each request dynamically as
these request may be granted if the metric of risk is complied.
However, there is a need to expand in line with the evolution
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of access control model. Most researchers who are involved in
the development of RAdAC model only focus on the access
authentication and resource encryption but neglect the need to
preserve users' privacy.
Subsequently, the challenges in cloud security and the
privacy-concern issue in RAdAC development has led us to
propose a reliable and secure authentication scheme in twotier architecture. Mutual authentication takes place as only
authorized user get the privilege to access the resources in
cloud. Besides that, user authenticity is verified using twofactor authentication which is user ID with password and
signed token.
The structure of this paper consists of Section II which
highlights on the related work in preparing secured cloud and
discusses on the preliminaries of cloud computing and
RAdAC. At the same time,the authentication scheme with
two-tier security architecture has been proposed by expanding
the capability of RAdAC model. It follows by informal
security analysis presented in Section III shows that the
proposed scheme offers privacy preserving access control
through anonymous data transaction and mutual
authentication. Furthermore, secured fine-grained access
control is shown by the capability of the scheme in handling
user revocation and password guessing attack. This is
followed by conclusion in Section IV.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this section, we discuss on the related work in handling
cloud issues and security risk. It is follows by the overview of
cloud computing, its security issues and proposed solution. In
addition, we also discuss on RAdAC model and analyse
existing framework.
A. Related Work
Various researchers have conducted researches focusing
on security issues and challenges in controlling cloud
technology. There are several organizations that play their role
to initiate programs such as FT7, SWIFT and POSITIF in
order to study and improve the dimensions of future cloud
architecture [13].

In the nutshell, understanding how cloud works as well as
identifying issues and security risks in cloud technology
would be an important aspect to improve the possibility of
users in adopting the technology. Moreover, determining the
level of cloud capabilities and challenges may lead to the
effective development of access control.
B. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the internet-based technology that
includes a storage service and communication, efficient
resource management and incurs minimal cost. In addition,
cloud computing imposed on virtualization technology in
providing computing resources based on user’s requirement
[19]. Based on standard definition by National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud computing is a
model that allows network access to resources on configured
computing (network, servers, applications, storage hub and
services) with minimal administration or interaction [20].
Cloud computing architecture as Fig. 1 consists of four
different layers which are standard definition, key features,
service and deployment model. The standard definition of
cloud acts as the first layer that shape the key features of cloud
computing. Next, the second layer consists of five key
characteristics of the cloud that drives consumer engagement
in service model and deployment model.
On demand self-service is the ability of users to handle
computing functions without service provider interaction.
Pervasive network is a wide accessibility network from
different user platform. Next, the resource pooling such as
storage and network bandwidth is locally managed by the
service provider in accordance to request from different users.
Rapid elasticity is the ability of resource management and user
to be scalable at any time. Lastly, measured service is the
cloud's ability to automatically control and use resources in an
optimal mode with the metering capability (pay-per-use basis).

Discussion in [14] revealed that the security issues could
pose a threat to cloud computing and proposed security
measures to handle the problem. However, the study focuses
only on the current security issues and measures without
considering on long-term cloud perspectives. Later, an
expectations of future cloud research has successfully
proposed in [15] by analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of
security resolution to maintain a safe cloud environment. In
addition, a study conducted in [16] towards security issues in
services model of cloud computing is valuable but the security
solution is applicable only on Cloud Service Provider (CSP).
Furthermore, reliability is believed to be one of the
important aspect in decision support system to convince users
that the resources obtained from the cloud are safe and
accurate [17]. Nevertheless, awareness on the paramount
secured factor in the cloud service environment has motivated
significant researches towards reliable authentication
framework in cloud computing [18].
Fig. 1. Adaptation of Cloud Computing Architecture [14],[16],[20].
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The third layer includes three service models in cloud
computing which are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform
as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [21][22]. Service provider provides application software based on
user demands in SaaS which has been the most common
model in the organisation [23]. On the other hand, PaaS allows
service provider to totally support the computing environment
while in IaaS, service provider offers virtual infrastructure
components to users.
In the deployment model, private cloud is an environment
that is going through in-house development with specific
resources to certain organizations while the public cloud is
developed for general use. In addition, the community cloud is
targeted to specific customer groups that share the same
interest while hybrid cloud is a combination of private, public
and community clouds. All of the mentioned type of clouds
act as the fourth layer of cloud computing architecture [24].
Intelligibility of user on cloud computing architecture and
its importance, as well as the use of cloud has increased the
potential of the cloud to grow in the information technology
industry. Failure to facilitate the cloud computing with high
security control will lead to malicious attack as it may increase
the possibility of information leakage. Healthcare industry
may benefits most from the utilization of cloud services to
cater the needs in protecting of sensitive information [25].
TABLE I.
Author

SECURITY ISSUE AND EXISTING SOLUTION IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
Security Issues

 Security, integrity,
confidentiality and data
access.
Subashini
and Kavitha  Vulnerability in
[14]
virtualization.
 Availability, authentication
and identity management.

Existing Solution





 Confidentiality and privacy.
Zissis and
 Integrity.
Lekkas [17]
 Availability.





Shahzad
[27]

 Denial of Service (DoS).
 Cloud storage security.
 Integrity,confidentiality and
data availability.

 Data and security control.
Y. Liu et al.
 Storage virtualization.
[15]
 Authentication.










Identity management.
Authentication and trust.


Hepsiba and

J.G.R.

Sathiaseelan [16]

Malicious attack.
Denial of Service (DoS).
Security, integrity,
confidentiality and data
availability.

Suzic et al.
[13]









Intensify the Service
Level Agreement (SLA).
Develop security
framework.
Apply encryption and
access control.
Effective security
management.
Develop security
framework.
Apply cryptography
encryption.
Implement access
control.
Secured access control.
Effective identity
management.
Encryption during
authentication.
Apply encryption.
Strengthen access
control.
Effective security
management.
Implement access
control.
Apply cryptography for
encryption.
Strong encryption and
access control.
Management of
information security.
Authentication protocol.

In addition, the level of privacy in the cloud environment
could help to preserve the confidentiality of the data while
protecting user identity. Whereas, level of reliability relies on
effective cloud management by providing storage and
communications to cater user needs. Thus, the level of privacy
and reliability are the dependent factor to support the
development of cloud technology in an organization.
1) Security issues and existing solutions: Previous study
conducted on the issues and challenges of cloud security is a
catalyst and serve as a benchmark in developing a
comprehensive cloud environment. Organization is advised to
analyze the security risk of cloud computing before jumping
into an agreement to fully utilize the technology [21]. Table 1
summarizes a conducted past study in identifying security
issues, challenges and proposed solutions in the cloud
environment.
Existing solution as the Table 1 complies with the
Information Security Principle which has been outlined as
confidentiality, integrity and availability [21]. User needs to
ensure security requirements in cloud such as reliability,
authentication and identity management has been applied to
protect the robustness of virtualization environment.
However, the biggest challenge to rule out the principle is
ensuring the capability of cloud in processing its resources
with zero knowledge on the resources nor the identity of user
[26].
C. Risk-Adaptable Access Control (RAdAC)
The increasing capacity of resources in access control
system embarks the dynamic features in the architecture of
RAdAC model. There are four components in existing
RAdAC architecture which are Policy Enforcement Point
(PEP), Policy Decision Point (PDP), Subject and Risk Engine
as Fig. 2. The decision process starts when subject issues
access request for specific resources. PEP handles access
request from subject and sends it to PDP for access decision.
If the request complies with the risk policy, Risk Engine
performs risk quantification and analysis based on agreed
metrics and response back to PDP. PEP will enforce
obligation immediately after receiving decision from PDP.
However, the existing architecture is vulnerable to security
attacks by the curious component.

Fig. 2. Existing Architecture of Risk based Access Control [12].
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The capability of RAdAC in managing ad-hoc request has
become more prominent in access control environment
compared to conventional predefined policies. RAdAC also
works well in rapid-change environment to cater larger range
of increase in users and resources. Nevertheless, failure in
managing user identity and access structure in RAdAC has led
to poor cloud management [12]. Thus, the implementation of
RAdAC model is advantageous if the management of user
identity and hidden access structure can be carried out
effectively.
There are several works by other researchers in RAdAC
development. Risk based access control which has been
developed by [28] proposes the application of Policy Decision
Point (PDP) with classifiers to quantify risk. Furthermore,
RAdAC model has been implemented in healthcare
information system to protect sensitive data and support
dynamic health environment [29]. However, the
implementation of RAdAC model in cloud computing is still
in its infancy.
Thus, the fidelity of Risk Adaptive Authorization
Mechanism (RAdAM) implementation in cloud has been
proposed by [30] to determine access decision and introduce
adaptable algorithm in cloud computing. However, the
capability of RadAM in managing cloud federation has not
been studied extensively.
Ontology in risk based access control is the extended work
of [12] to define the independent risk policies of RAdAC
model in specific hierarchical process. Subsequently, the
ontology approach in RAdAC allows risk quantification
TABLE II.

without the need of cloud federation. At the same time, the
indicative structure of the proposed model has been
demonstrated by the privilege of Cloud Service Provider and
its inference capability to support dynamism in access
decision.
Subsequently, failure in managing identity of user in
access control model may disrupt the effective implementation
[12]. Thus, this research has been the benchmark for this paper
in designing the architecture of proposed authentication
scheme. Afterwards, most of previous works bypass the need
to protect privacy of user in developing risk based access
control model [28], [31], [32].
The analysis of existing RAdAC Model involved
determining the related framework and refining the elements
into the corresponding characteristics. Table II is a summary
of publications related to RAdAC framework and published in
journals and conferences. However, risk assessment is not
within the scope of this paper as it highlights only on the
privacy preserving in RAdAC.
As a result, three of the existing model shows the
relationship involving the adaptation of risk metrics into
RBAC model [31], [33], [34]. This concept supports the
statement regarding access control evolution to adapt with
flexible and dynamic features in cloud computing. Therefore,
RAdAC is a continuous model that has been built using
existing access control model as a basis. However, the
development of RAdAC involves extensive improvement on
additional function with element of risk and current context to
cater the dynamicity of cloud environment.

COMPARISON TABLE OF RADAC FRAMEWORK

Framework
Elements

Domain

Ricardo dos Santos et al.
[12]
Cloud computing

Reliability

Make inferences by
modifying weightage
values based on risk
metric.

Approach

RAdAC +
Ontology

Baracaldo and Joshi
[33]

Bijon et al. [34]

Choi et al. [31]

Not available

Not available

Not available

Real-time system.

Protect object in term of
sensitivity and evaluate
the user reliability on
specified value.

Set threshold to prevent
unauthorized access and
abusive of data.

Deactivate user when
system detects
anomalies in user and
run-time.

Identify specific method of
medical analysis based on
classified context.

RBAC + risk and
reliability
assessment.

RBAC + risk
assessment.

RBAC + risk
assessment.

Protect from
insider attack.

Provide dynamic access.

Support medical
information system.

Khambhammettu et al.
[35]

Threat
assessment.

Advantage

Flexibility and
dynamicity.

Protection of
users’ privacy

Not available

Not available

Access
Decision

Depends on
Aggregated Risk Score.

Depends on threat
assessment score.

Protect from
outsider attack.

Trust-based

Depends on
reliability
threshold.

Not available

Depends on risk
threshold.

Not available.

Depends on risk level of
patient.
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Based on Table II, [34] is focusing only on the
implementation of dynamic user authentication access while
other studies [24]-[25], [27]-[28] discussed on the protection
aspect of objects and resources with encryption methods or
proven algorithm. At the same time, four from the five
framework in the table did not mention about privacy
protection of user. Hence, the need in safeguarding users'
privacy in the RAdAC model has not been discussed in depth.
Newer enhancement on the security and privacy landscape is
compulsory to accelerate widespread adoption of cloud
utilization among user.
D. Proposed Authentication Scheme
Authentication verifies user’s identity and enables
authorization to dictate different access of user. It is the way
security system challenges user to prove identity credential
based on something you know (e.g. password), what you have
(e.g. digital certificate) and what you are (e.g. fingerprint)
[36]. The architecture of risk based access control that has
been defined in this paper is the extension from existing onetier architecture of RAdAC Model that has been discussed by
[12]. However, this scheme is the extended version of
previous work which applied two-tier architecture as it offers
protection of users’ privacy by guaranteeing anonymity of
information transfer using secure asymmetric cryptography
method.
This method uses encrypting mechanisms by ensuring
encapsulation of message to remain anonymous. Additionally,
this method uses dual-keys which are public key for message
encryption and private key for decryption of message. kc is
assumed to represent the function of access decision value to
support data transfer process as follows
( )

( )

*

+

(1)

kc determines whether user with a set of identity attributes
u = {u1, …, un} ⊂ U get the permission to access resources s ∈
S based on access policy p = {p1, …, pn} ⊂ P. When
subject/user U sends an access request for resources S in
cloud, they need to register at Identity Provider (IdP) to
comply with authentication process.

Based on Fig. 3, IdP with dual key (
) acts
as PDP which received access request from subject and
generate user ID, IDu and temporary password PWu randomly
by RPWu = h (PWu || Ru) in the sign-up phase. Next, IdP will
store {
= 1} in ID management table as
= 1 refers
to active user who signs up once.
represented the number
of registration that has been done by user. Login phase
continues when user U send login request message < IDu,
RPWu > to IdP.
Encryption mechanism will takes place as PDP will sign
the token and send the encrypted format to be verified by user
and cloud manager (act as PEP) using PDP public key
(
). Session key
is to be used by user and cloud
manager as it is assumed to be delivered during the access
request. Furthermore, user is occupied with dual key
(
) to support the encryption mechanism.
Next, authorization process begins as risk engine that has been
invoked by the PEP started to analyze the risk policies based
on risk metrics initiated by the cloud service provider or
resource owner. User access to cloud is granted based on the
predefined threshold that has been set at the first place.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, informal security analysis shows the
capability of authentication scheme in managing secure
transaction.
Proposition 1: Proposed scheme offers secure anonymous
transaction and mutual authentication.
Proof: In the recent scheme, identity of user is transmitted
during the access request thus revealed the sensitive
information of user to the cloud. In our proposed scheme,
cloud cannot misuse user information as it only holds
encrypted data of user. Anonymous transaction takes place as
user send his public key
with identity attributes and
requested resources in an encrypted format, ̅ dan ̅. PDP will
user the session key
to encrypt p to ̅ to compute kc.
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
) generated encapsulated value ̅ to ensure
Next,
fine-grained access control. At the same time, this scheme
offers privacy preserving of user identity, requested resources
and the basic policy structure in the IdP. PDP will issue
encrypted identity token ̅ , by signing the token t using
as follows:
̅

{̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
)

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
)

(2)

Next, user will decide whether ̅ fulfil his access request
before decrypted the ̅ using
. Furthermore, user will
use
to generate as the verification process will be
assigned by PEP using verify (
). Authorization
process takes places as access decision is based on risk metrics
f = {f1, …, fn} ⊂ F and risk threshold. Risk metrics such as user
or device characteristic and situational, heuristic or
environmental factors might influence the access decision.
Fig. 3. Proposed Authentication Scheme using Asymmetric Cryptography.
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Nevertheless, mutual authentication in this scheme is
proved by two factor user authentication which is user ID with
temporary password <
and identity token that
has been issued by IdP. It shows that access to cloud is
granted only to an authorized user with valid credential.
Proposition 2: Proposed scheme support revocation or reregistration phase.
Proof: To initiate the revocation process, user U will send
revoke request message to IdP. Next, IdP will store {
=
0} in its database where
= 0 shows user has been revoked
and deactivated. If user need to re-register the services again,
user need to prove his last valid ID
and IdP will update
back its data into {
= 1}.
Proposition 3: Proposed scheme is secure against
password guessing attack.
Proof: Password guessing attack by malicious user or
untrusted cloud is impossible as they cannot initiate the value
of parameter Ru. IdP will generate the temporary password
randomly RPWu = h (PWu || Ru) during the sign-up phase.
The informal analysis has been conducted as the
justification to identify correct implementation and proof of
concept of the authentication scheme. Thus, the scheme is
viable in managing secure transaction, handling revocation
and password guessing attack.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Access control is one of the fundamental requirements in
managing security risk. However, the rising needs in
preserving users’ privacy has been seen as the imperative
obligation to protect identity of user. Therefore, security risks
and privacy challenges in cloud should be taken into serious
considerations. Furthermore, it plays a fundamental role in
ensuring the wide adoption of cloud computing technology.
Similarly, the implementation of access control is crucial
as RAdAC model offers dynamic characteristic in addressing
vulnerabilities as it is able to deter the capabilities of
conventional access control. In this paper, we have identified
the general cloud architecture that serve as a benchmark in
educating user on the paramount secured factor in the cloud
computing service environment. Furthermore, analyzing
security issues in cloud computing has diverse existing
solution in defining a secure and reliable strategy against
threats and vulnerabilities.
Subsequently, RAdAC model has been discussed by
summarizing the existing framework to formulate a strategy in
a systemic point of view. Thus, this discussion has envisioned
the future roadmap in cloud by the introduction of two-tier
security architecture in the authentication scheme. Informal
security analysis demonstrated that the proposed scheme
serves as a promising solution to cater security and privacy
issues in cloud.
In the future, we plan to develop a framework of risk based
access control with hidden access policy and apply the
concept in real cloud platform.
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